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The Big Toy Day Event
After having to initially postpone the highly anticipated
Big Toy Day event due to weather conditions, it finally took
place on Saturday 25th November 2017 at tal-Karri fields.
This was the perfect team-building event – all employees
were invited to attend with their family members and friends.

It must be said that this was one of the most well attended
events Famalco Group has ever hosted.
There was something for everyone - not many get the chance
to get behind the controls on a daily basis, so it comes as no
surprise that a lot of people were enthusiastic to test drive
a desired truck of their choice.

Additionally, the Offroading Club hosted a number of
shows, where people also had the opportunity to try out
several machines.
An impressive €1,200 was collected from the entrance
fees and was donated to the Ursuline Sisters.
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Celebrating Pink October at
the Office and the Warehouse
During the month of October, Famalco Group also joined the
fight against breast cancer to help spread more awareness.
On 31st October 2017, every employee was asked to come
to work wearing something pink. Employees were all
invited upstairs to the canteen to share Domino’s Pizza
and doughnuts.
Even though employees from Fruitland, Fahrenheit and
Faceworks still wore their green T-shirts to work, they
marked the occasion by sharing a few beers alongside
Domino’s Pizza at the warehouse.
Furthermore, Famalco Group collected an impressive €350
in donations gathered by the employees, in aid of the
Marigold Foundation.

The President’s
Solidarity Fun Run
For the 3rd consecutive year, Gioia Bananas was one of the
official sponsors of the annual President’s Solidarity Fun
Run, which is organised in aid of the Malta Community
Chest Fund Foundation.
Fruitland Company employees teamed up to deliver
Gioia Bananas to Valletta - where all the participants had
the opportunity to try out the delicious Gioia Bananas
after they crossed the finish line.
This sponsorship served as an excellent opportunity to promote
the same principle co-organisers SportMalta advocate – the
importance of an active, healthy lifestyle.

Certificate of Appreciation
At Famalco Group, we are committed to our community. The
company’s corporate social responsability carries out events
that aim to leave a positive impact.
We are involved in activities that support humanitarian
and social causes, such as organising fundraising events to
support various Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs),
such as the Malta Community Chest Fund.
To commend these efforts, the President of Malta, H.E. MarieLouise Coleiro Preca, awarded Famalco Group a Certificate
of Appreciation for their commitment to social wellbeing
through corporate social reasonability.
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Leaders on a Mission
Throughout the meeting, presentations were delivered
by various leaders of the group, including Paul Lewis
(Focused Knowledge), Mario Psaila Savona (CENTURY 21),
Matthew Psaila (Finest Human Capital), Joseph Calleja
(Factum Advisory) and Omar Gauci (FASTSIGNS), in order
to keep everyone abreast of upcoming plans and ventures.
As always, this was a value added session for all the leaders
and together they came up with the mission statement below.
On 21st of November 2017, the leaders and deputies of
Famalco Group met up for an afternoon together, for a
corporate workshop.

Through this statement the leaders will strive to encourage
us all to understand and embrace this positive philosophy of
aims and values.

The Group’s long-term strategy and vision is set to take us
to 2024 and beyond – two of the most important points that
were emphasised were; to come together as one group and
to work together towards towards a value added future.

‘Through our entrepreneurial spirit, we operate a
value-driven organisation based on empowerment,
integrity, diversity and growth’

CENTURY 21 Prime
Opens in Fgura
CENTURY 21 seems to be enjoying plenty of successes as of late – aside from branching out to Gozo, recently, they have just
opened CENTURY 21 Prime in Fgura on 15th November 2017.
Having a property agent for a father was one of the main influences that made CENTURY 21 Prime’s team leader Joseph
Zammit so passionate about his work - giving him the drive to build a close-knit team.
His extensive experience in the industry prompted him to gain the necessary knowledge and
expertise needed for the business to be successful.
He believes in the importance of teamwork – through this new venture as a
manager, he wants to encourage his team to gain the confidence to
help them grow.
The opening was a successful one - General Manager Mario
Psaila Savona, presented the team with a certificate to
mark the occasion.
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HOG Malta Pink October Run

The Pink October Bike Ride is a calendar event for the awareness
of breast cancer.

This year, HOG Malta Chapter, in collaboration with the
Harley-Davidson® dealership, had the honour of escorting
the Prime Minster’s spouse, Mrs Michelle Muscat who was
leading the ride.
The run departed from Luqa and finished at Golden Bay. This
year’s bike ride was another huge success, where bikers from
different clubs participated.
As always HOG Malta Chapter did their utmost to contribute
to such a good cause – during the run, €200 was collected
and presented to Mrs Michelle Muscat in aid of the Marigold
Foundation.

HOG Malta Patch Up Party
This month, HOG Malta Chapter in collaboration with the
Harley-Davidson® dealership, organised the quarterly
Patch Up event for new members.
Under the close watch of the Head Road Captain and the
Safety Officer, the new members’ riding skills are tested
and subject to HOG’s rules and regulations before they can
officially wear the chapter’s colours.
Only when the officials are satisfied with the new members’
riding tactics and manoeuvres, are they officially allowed to
join the HOG Malta Chapter, and given the green light to be
patched up with pride.
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Harley-Davidson® Sales
Training in Seville
Fapi Motors’ representative Jonathan Pandolfino travelled to
Seville to take part in a sales training programme alongside
other representatives from all over Europe.
On the first day, all participants were taken to the Monteblanco
circuit for a talk about the new MY18 Softail® models. One of
the most important topics discussed was the new, revolutionary
design of the Fat Bob®.
The participants were then split into four groups – they were
briefed on safety as well as taught new riding techniques.
Afterwards, they were taken to a technical circuit, which had
twists, turns and stops, in order to be able to test out the new
ABS system at work.
On this circuit, they tested over 30 motorcycles, including;
Indian®, Moto Guzzi®, Triumph, Suzuki, and the whole MY18
Softail® range.
The aim behind this was for the particpants to feel and
compare the difference with competitive brands – to
eventually be in a position to give a better explanation
to their clients, on how Harley-Davidson® models excel.
During the second day, the participants were sent on the fast
track for high-speed turns, bumps, stops and straights to be
able to feel the power of the new, Milwaukee-Eight® engine.
After each session, deligates were encouraged to discuss
differences between models and compare ride experiences.

Harley-Davidson® Technical
Training in Holland
Besides taking the sales training programme in Seville, Fapi
Motors’ representative Jonathan Pandolfino travelled to Holland
for a course in technical training.

Such classes have allowed dealers’ personnel to see what kind
of standards Harley-Davidson® sets for its repairs, and to
bring home those standards for the benefit of the customers.

During the four days of the course, the new engine, the
digital techniques and the diagnostics of the MY18 models
were discussed.
A proper hands on experience was given – participants
worked on different models, and were also given detailed
explanations on how the whole system works and how it
can be diagnosed.
For example, parts were purposely removed from the bike for
the participants to find out what’s wrong without any help.
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Human
Resources
Notice Board

Birthdays
in December

Kimberly Cassar

4th

Ramona Calleja

6th

Gianella Cauchi

7th

Nancy Vassallo

7th

Charlot Mallia

7th

Etienne Camilleri

8th

Kristian Grima

8th

Neville Farrugia

11th

Gabriel Buhagiar

15th

Mario Schembri

19th

Dixon Foo

19th

Edin Mujic

19th

Kevin Buttigieg

20th

Celene Buttigieg

23rd

Manolita Abdilla

25th

Noel Drew

26th

Dino Cara

27th

Godwin Borg

29th

Our Future will run on
Fresh Perspectives
& Accountability!
I joined Famalco Group last September, and over the past
3 months I have seen and felt the great work ethic all of
you have. A great attitude is only one of the main three
ingredients - adding fresh perspectives and accountability
to the mix will take us to the next level.
Accountability…if you can measure it, you can manage
it – moving forward, we invite each and every employee
affiliate of the group to start thinking about his/her personal
objectives for 2018.
As our slogan goes, we empower you to grow - one
can only grow if personal targets are set. Set SMART
Objectives, think of what you do day in day out, and
come up with ways that this can be improved. Having
set objectives will help you become more productive
and at the same time more efficient.

Quote of the Month
In the end, an organisation is nothing
more than the collective capacity of its
people to create value.
- Lou Gerstner -

New Recruits in November 2017

Dominik Grunthaler

Yana Vella Warrington

Ruth Attard

Richard Mifsud

Yard Labourer
Fahrenheit Freight
Forwarders Co. Ltd.

Group Admin
& Accounts Clerk
Finance Department

Copywriter
& Content Writer
Focused Knowledge Co. Ltd.

Local Driver
Fahrenheit Freight
Forwarders Co. Ltd.
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Sometimes just having a fresh perspective of how things are
done will immediately take you the extra mile, and fruitful
results will come your way. We urge you to spare some time
to come up with at least three objectives for the coming year
- something which is specific to your role, something you
can measure and achieve, whilst keeping it relevant to your
responsibilities and business unit.
Over the upcoming months, I will be doing my best to meet
with as many of you as possible. I would like to get feedback
on your overall experience as a Famalco employee, and I will
be more than happy to discuss and help you develop your
own objectives. As Famalco employees, our main aim is to
expand the company, add value and serve all our customers
to the best of our abilities.
All objectives will be presented to the Leadership Council,
and together with your respective business unit leader we
will set an action plan to help you achieve such objectives.
As we all know, the Group is always seeking new investment
opportunities, and surely we will not miss out on investing on
our greatest assets - you the employees!

Matthew Psaila - Group HR and Development Leader

Operations Evaluation Report
The Domino’s Malta Commissary just had its very first Operations Evaluation
Report (OER), conducted by Programme Leader and Distribution Consultant
- Walter Currie.
Spread over two days, the OER was divided into two sections – the practical
part involved the assessing of production, which was then followed by the
theoretical part, based on paperwork.
Additionally, Walter Currie also accompanied one of the drivers to the Birkirkara
store, to ensure that the procedure of loading and unloading meets Domino’s
high standards.
He expressed his praises with regard to the very well kept commissary, and awarded Domino’s Malta with 4 stars. Other
prominent figures from Domino’s stores abroad, also commended this accomplishment.

OPS Summit Barcelona 2017
This year, Domino’s Pizza International chose Barcelona as the host city to hold
the annual Domino’s Operations Summit.
Operations Manager of Domino’s Malta - Pierre Schembri, attended the summit
wherein he met up with other Domino’s operators from all over Europe –
including Cyprus, Greece, Belgium and the Netherlands.
This served as a great opportunity to discuss certain issues such as supplies,
and more effective ways to operate the stores.
With regard to Domino’s Malta, DPI proposed that the Maltese market should
aim for a 25 minute delivery time target.
Additionally, Famalco Group’s plan is to eventually open two more stores by
the end of 2018 – one will be based in the central north, and the other in the
south of Malta.
DPI also put forward various, new methods that would help to continuously improve the service, and to ensure that Domino’s
will eventually be the best pizza franchise in every country in 2018.

No Tricks, Just Treats
Domino’s Malta really pulled out all the stops to celebrate Halloween!
GIFs were created by Focused Knowledge, and released on the Facebook page
to announce that bags of sweets were going to be given out with every order on
October 30th and 31st 2017.
What’s more, customers also had the chance of finding a voucher for two free
standard pizzas hidden in some of the bags.
The news was received positively – customers were delighted to receive such a
treat with their order.
To mark the occasion, the outlet was given a scary, new look especially for
Halloween, having a 9 foot clown as the centrepiece!
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Renovating the F. Busuttil
Service Station
Fritz Energy has embarked on one of its first renovation
projects – the F. Busuttil Service Station in Bir id-Deheb. After
months of preparation, all permits were in hand and the green
light was given to go ahead with the project.
Since this is a lengthy process, everything had to be planned
accordingly from the start.
To still be able to maintain services to customers, a temporary
site has been set up on the client’s adjacent property, whilst
the main station is being refurbished. Tanks were then
commissioned and Fritz Energy calibrated the dispensers.
This facilitated the start of the second phase of the project.
The existing infrastructure was certified gas free, and the
fifty-year-old canopy was torn down using one of Faceworks’
excavators. The next part of the process involved removing
the first layers of tarmac and concrete.
The old tanks were dug out and transported to an appropriate
hazardous waste site.
The next phase involved the creation of the pits required for
the new tank, oil-water separator and cesspit.
Once the excavation works were complete, a layer of
reinforced concrete was laid, to serve as the base for all
of the equipment installed.
In the coming days, these pits will be lined with a wall of
hollow concrete block and concrete, then the tank will be
moved to its place and buried in compacted sand.
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